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ABSTRACT
The effects of higher order alloying additions (Mo, Ti, Ta, Hf, Fe, V) on the phase
stability of L12 (γ’) intermetallics have been studied via first-principles. A 32 atom special-quasirandom structure was used to mimic the experimentally observed solid solution sublattice.
Density of states distributions were generated in order to directly observe the impact of alloying
additions on the position of the pseudogap and number of states at the Fermi level. Charge
density differences across the supercell were visualized to analyze changes in bonding behavior.
The results indicate that substitutions of Ti, Ta, and Hf in place of the central W atom increase
phase stability by lowering the number of states at the Fermi level and decreasing the energy of
the pseudogap relative to the unperturbed structure. Additionally, these substitutions increase the
directional nature of the bond with nearest neighbor Co atoms. In particular, Co-Al bonds are
reinforced at the expense of adjacent Co-W bonds which is expected to prolong dissociation of
Co-Al bonds. Substitution of Fe led to a pronounced decrease in phase stability and directional
bonding, indicating its inability to stabilize the base configuration or increase the bonding
strength. V and Mo substitutions maintained the parent electron distribution to a greater degree
than Ti, Ta, Hf, or Fe. However, V was shown to decrease the energy of the pseudogap by a
significant amount and resembled the proposed γ’ stabilizers more so than Mo.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Combinations of high temperature and stress present a significant challenge in materials
design. This is due to the fact that, over time, the materials subjected to these environments have
a tendency to degrade, via creep or phase transformation. Therefore, materials designed for these
applications have specific lifetimes associated with their ability to maintain their topological
integrity. Where extreme environments are encountered, ceramics and metallic alloys are best
suited for this purpose, due to their strong chemical bonding. Although ceramics have excellent
high temperature properties, the high tensile stresses encountered in many of these applications
preclude their usage. As a result, superalloys have become the predominant high temperature
structural material. These alloys are different from traditional alloys in that their design is highly
specific for these extreme environments. They are typically characterized by excellent
mechanical strength, oxidation resistance, creep resistance, and high temperature stability.
Superalloys typically contain alloying elements which contribute to solid-solution strengthening,
precipitation strengthening, carbide/boride/nitride formation, or some combination of the three.
For the most part, superalloys are based on transition metal elements as its primary
constituents, but alloying with refractories or lightweight metals is often found to be useful. For
nearly 50 years, Nickel superalloy technology has improved and become the premier material for
these type applications. However, the 2006 discovery by Sato et.al [1] of an L12 (γ’) phase within
the Co-Al-W ternary system reinvigorated interest in cobalt-based superalloys. In particular, the
γ’ phase was shown to precipitate coherently from a cobalt-rich disordered solid solution (fcc)
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matrix following a standard solution treatment and annealing procedure and was reported to be
stable at up to 1173K. This enables one to tailor the γ’ volume fraction to fit specific
requirements. As is well known, nickel-based superalloys (e.g., Waspaloy) contain a similar
microstructure [1]. The γ’ phase offers a precipitation hardening effect when precipitated from its
fcc matrix, and results in a yield anomaly at high temperatures due to pinned cross-slipped
dislocations which are released via thermal activation [2]. As a result, materials displaying this
unique microstructure are typically utilized as high temperature structural materials, with
applications in land-based power generation systems and aerospace engines as turbine
components, where an increase in combustion temperature results in higher efficiencies.
The stoichiometry of γ’ in each of these alloy systems is nominally A3B, where A and B
elements occupy distinct sublattices. For the nickel and cobalt-based systems of interest,
respectively, the L12 space group’s A-sublattice is comprised of Ni and Co atoms, while the Bsublattice hosts Al and a combination of Al and W. The disordered (fcc) matrix in both cases is
principally Ni or Co, but may be alloyed as well for the purposes of solid-solution strengthening.
Since Co has a melting point ~40K higher than Ni, superalloys based on the former offer a
higher theoretical limit for engine operating temperatures. This feature is of particular
importance, as nickel-based superalloys are currently operational at a very high percentage of
their melting points. However, as demonstrated by Suzuki et.al [2], both Co-9Al-9W and Co9Al-10W-2Ta show inferior 0.2% flow stress from ~273K-1100K when compared to a
conventional nickel-based superalloy, MarM247, although the latter demonstrated an extended
yield anomaly which resulted in a modest improvement in strength over a small range of
temperatures exceeding that of its nickel counterpart. Additionally, differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) measurements revealed γ’ solvus temperatures of 1273K and 1352K,
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respectively, for Co-9Al-9W and Co-9Al-10W-2Ta, which fail to show the degree of thermal
stability compared with the γ’ phase of many nickel-based superalloys. Thus, it may be said that
improvements in strength and high-temperature stability are necessary before practical
commercial implementation of this novel alloy class.
The initial experimental results which seemed to indicate that γ’ was indeed a stable
equilibrium phase have since been the subject of contention. A density functional theory (DFT)
study using a special-quasi-random structure (SQS) confirmed the stability of the L12 phase
relative to D019, but indicated metastability of each versus a three-phase mixture of B2 CoAl,
D019 Co3W, and hcp Co [3], although subsequent reports have cited finite temperature entropic
contributions as possible stabilizers [4,5]. The SQS approach is superior to the ordered structures
typically seen in DFT studies since they better emulate the statistics of a random distribution of
elements across a particular sublattice and avoid enforcing significant degrees of periodicity as a
result of periodic boundary conditions. Kobayashi et.al performed diffusion coupling
measurements and found that after long term annealing at 900°C, the same three-phase
equilibrium was present [6]. Nonetheless, whether or not the Co3(Al,W) phase is
thermodynamically stable is less important than the prospect of developing thermodynamically
stable higher-order derivatives of Co3(Al,W). This is because the Co-Al-W ternary has not
shown improvement over the current generation of nickel superalloys. For the most part, this is
because the Ni3X family of intermetallic compounds is a very mature technology. The prospect
of next-generation Co-Al-W based two-phase microstructures to overcome the current materials
limitations is, therefore, the driving factor in this research field.
As a result, subsequent research has focused on higher-order alloying elements as L12
stabilizers both experimentally [7,8] and computationally [9-11] in order to realize the potential
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laid out by Sato et.al, with the intent of increasing the phase field, stability, and mechanical
response of γ’. Srinivasan et.al developed an informatics approach to this problem in order to
determine which elements are best suited to achieve these (and related) goals [12]. Seen in Fig.1
is an illustration of their findings, adapted from the original publication.

Figure 1: Chemical Pathways Corresponding to Strength and Stability in Co3(Al,X), Adapted
from Ref.27
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Fig.1 indicates that Co3(Al,W) systems should be combined with elements along the
pathway from Al→W, such as Ti, Nb, Hf, Ta, Mo, Re, in order to achieve maximum
compatibility with the existing system which may provide improvements in properties such as
strength and stability. Although many of these additions have been considered in previous work
[1,2,9-11], additional work is necessary in order to more fundamentally understand the effects of
these additions. The present work seeks to continue this aim. In this study, first-principles
calculations are performed in order to elucidate the alloying effects of various elements on the
electronic structure of Co-Al-W-X quaternary systems.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Quantum Mechanical Perspective
Quantum mechanics is a very precise way of characterizing ordinary matter. In fact, it
can describe any system of interacting nuclei and electrons. Progress in this field suggests that
quantum theory isn’t complete as a whole, but its ubiquity in treating electron-ion systems is
unquestionable and has been for nearly 100 years. In many cases, however, it is unnecessary to
employ quantum mechanics. For example, a macroscopic object, such as an airborne baseball,
may be described well by classical mechanics. The essence of the coexistence of these two
fundamentally different descriptions of nature lies in the correspondence principle, which
describes the transition from the quantum to classical realm. While quantum mechanics provides
an exact description of all matter, classical physics fails to describe things on a small scale (e.g.,
electrons). In particular, the agglomeration of a very large number of quantized particles gives
rise to a completely different formalism, one which sees the resolution of quantization drown out
to the illusion of a continuous distribution of momenta and energies. As Planck’s constant is on
the order of magnitude of 10-34 J*s, it is clear that this transition occurs on a scale imperceptible
to humans. As a result, the effects of quantum mechanics aren’t obvious in the classical sense.
Nevertheless, as many solids can be envisioned as periodic systems to some degree, the physics
which govern their irreducible configurations ultimately determine macro-scale properties (e.g.,
elasticity). Although one may view elasticity macroscopically as a realization of Hooke’s Law,
elasticity isn’t an inherent macroscopic process. A more precise interpretation is to ascribe this
phenomena to a displacement of equilibrium chemical bond lengths, the bond itself comprised of
6

electrons—characterized by wave functions—with corresponding energies. For a potential V(r),
the energy required to stretch or compress a bond changes according to the displacement, r, from
equilibrium. For an isolated system (i.e., no external forces), the bond length will remain at
equilibrium. However, upon application of force, the bond balances this via distorting its
wavefunctions. If the bond remains intact, yet distorted, upon removal of external force, the
wavefunctions will revert back to their original forms. So long as the required bond dissociation
energy is not met upon application of a given force, the response is said to be elastic. So while it
may not be useful to characterize a macroscopic object such as a projectile in terms of quantized
particles, certain mechanical properties are largely quantum mechanical in nature, and, by
utilizing calculations containing the underlying quantum mechanical formalism, these properties
are theoretically tractable. The implication of the example above is that a full quantum
mechanical treatment can describe the nature of elasticity unambiguously at the atomic scale,
whereas experiment is purely a posteriori and most often ex situ. It is the accuracy of quantum
mechanics in describing electronic structure which makes it useful for engineers and scientists.
Unfortunately, there are no means for implementing quantum theory as a purely theoretical tool
for any non-trivial system (i.e., the quantum many-body problem). However, with appropriate
approximations, one can construct a useful computational model incorporating its physical
principles.
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2.2. Density Functional Theory
The following discussion references general concepts in electronic structure theory.
Ref.13 provides the basis for much of the following. Although the present study utilizes
CASTEP [14] as its computational software, it is appropriate to discuss density functional theory
(DFT) independent of its implementation.
In asserting that quantum theory may describe a many-nuclei, many-electron system, the
idea is that one can at least, in principle, formulate the expressions for doing so—although their
solutions may not be (analytically) tractable. A number of methodologies exist for electronic
structure calculations, but density functional theory (DFT) is especially useful in treating solids.
Modern DFT originated in the 1960s, with two major contributing works [15,16]. DFT is
important mathematically, as it reformulated the Schrodinger Equation for a many-body system
by expressing the spatial nature of its constituents functionally in terms of an electronic density,
hence the name Density Functional Theory. Of course, these densities contain the wave function
information, such that the quantum theoretical nature of the reformulation is preserved. In order
to justify this variable replacement, it was shown that the ground state energy of a many-body
system was a particular functional of its electron density [15]. These functionals ultimately take
the form:
∗
𝑛(𝑟) = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝛹𝑖 (𝑟) 𝛹𝑖 (𝑟)

(1)

The density of electrons at any point in space is, therefore, a sum of the probability densities of
each electron at that point. Crucially, for any many-body system, there exists a density which
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corresponds to its ground state, such that the spatial configuration of the electronic ground state
is able to be contained within a 3-dimensional scalar field of electron density, instead of the
many degrees of freedom associated with multiple wave functions. The less subtle implication is
that calculation of solutions to the Schrödinger equation are less intensive, due to degrees of
freedom considerations. The more subtle implication is that the system can be treated as noninteracting within this formulation. This is due to the fact that density functionals are constructed
as a linear combination of non-interacting wave functions. However, the physical effects of
interaction can still be contained within this framework, since by introducing electron density,
one is simply considering how a system of non-interacting particles contributes to a density
which corresponds to a particular state. Even if interaction isn’t directly confronted, iterative
solvation is possible since the density which minimizes the total energy functional is equivalent
to the ground state of a many-body system [15]. Thus, it may be said that the root of the manybody burden is packaged elsewhere, but not fully disposed of. More accurately stated, by proving
that the ground state energy of an electronic system corresponds to a unique electron density, the
quantum many wave function problem is “effectively” overcome so long as the density
functionals can be determined with infinite precision and all contributions to the total energy of a
molecular system may be described without approximation. As is well known, however, this is
not the case. As stated, the introduction of electron density functionals may be regarded as a
clever mathematical manipulation, but not as a measure which provides energy eigenvalues from
the Schrödinger Equation. This is, of course, due to the fact that the wave function information is
missing in the first place. Furthermore, an explicit description of every term which contributes to
the total energy of a many-particle system is unavailable. It is, however, established that the
contributions to the total energy of a molecular system include the following: Kinetic energy of
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electrons, potential energy of electrons due to Coulombic repulsion between electrons, potential
energy between electrons and ions due to Coulombic attraction, kinetic energy of ions, and
effects resulting from the exchange and correlation of two fermions. Of these terms, kinetic
energy of ions is most often neglected, as stated by the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation. This
approximation asserts that the motion of an atomic nucleus instantly remaps electrons.
Objectively speaking, any approximation invalidates the purely theoretical nature of a physical
theory, and DFT may be considered approximate upon taking said approximation. Unfortunately
this is a necessary assumption for many-particle systems, as the approximation dramatically
increases tractability. On the other hand this approximation works very well, as is to be expected
considering the masses of nuclei and electrons. The potential energy due to Coulombic repulsion
and attraction is usually treated with an effective potential known as the Hartree potential, where
effects resulting from point charges are treated classically, without consideration of exchange
and correlation. This approach contains both attraction and repulsion due to fixed ion positions
and a fixed electron distribution. The remaining difficulties are the kinetic energy of interacting
electrons and the enforcement of electron exchange and correlation. Electron exchange is
effectively the antisymmetry requirement provided by quantum statistics (i.e., Pauli Exclusion
Principle). Electron correlation describes the need to treat the probability distribution of one
wavefunction as a function of all other wavefunctions. Therefore, the difference in energy
between the Hartree potential and the actual potential is the energy resulting from these two
phenomena, namely one which is purely quantum mechanical. Unfortunately, there is no means
of treating the latter in terms of an electron density. Antisymmetry is alleviated via proper Slater
Determinant (of fictitious orbitals) orthonormalization, but correlation must be approximated
within DFT theory. The first attempt at approximation was to map the effects of this phenomena
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as that which results from a homogeneous electron gas, known as the local density
approximation (LDA). Obviously, this is not sufficient for sophisticated systems, however. This
approximation is not trivial, and often results in the greatest loss in accuracy in DFT calculations.
Although much effort has been made to fit these terms to physical systems, no precise ab-initio
description exists. Treatment of kinetic energy of interacting electrons and exchange and
correlation vary in approach, but typically it is convenient to define the kinetic energy of
interacting electrons as the difference between that of a non-interacting system and some
unknown amount, as first recognized by Kohn and Sham [16]. This allows the unknown amount
to be grouped in the Exc term. The advantage to this approach is that the kinetic energy term can
be described exactly, such that only Exc need be approximated. Since different methodologies go
about these approximations differently, further description of the construction of the
aforementioned theory is restricted to that seen in the CASTEP module.
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2.3. DFT as Implemented in CASTEP
As mentioned, Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham produced the seminal works of DFT, and
laid out both a theoretical basis for its implementation as well as a practical means of obtaining
its solutions. Initially, the approach was to solve for energy eigenvalues using a self-consistent
(variational) method. Within CASTEP, a more robust, non-self-consistent method is available,
based on the Harris functional, known as Density Mixing. The advantage is that convergence is
improved at densities further away from the ground state density. The disadvantage is that
convergence is not always guaranteed, although appropriate input helps to alleviate this
difficulty. It is appropriate to make reference to the Kohn-Sham scheme as described above [16]:
1

𝐸 = 𝑇0 + ∫ 𝑛(𝑥)[2 𝜙 (𝑥) + 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑥)]𝑑𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥𝑐 + 𝐸𝑁

(2)

where ϕ(x) is the Poisson potential, EN is the ionic repulsion energy, Exc is the exchangecorrelation energy, T0 is the kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons, and Vext(x) is the
potential felt by each electron due to fixed ions. In order to provide physical significance to the
energy expression, minimization is necessary [15]:
1

[− 2 𝛻 2 + 𝑉(𝑥) − 𝜖𝑛 ] 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥) = 0

(3)

In practice, minimization of E proceeds by varying n(x) and V(x) until a self-consistency
condition is met. The Harris functional is very similar in construction [17]:
𝑛

1

𝐸𝑅 = ∑𝑛 𝑎𝑛 𝜖̃𝑛 − ∫ 𝑛𝑓 (𝑥) [2 𝜙𝑓 (𝑥) + µ𝑥𝑐𝑓 (𝑥)] 𝑑𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝑛𝑓 ] + 𝐸𝑁𝑅
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(4)

The Harris and Kohn-Sham DFT energy expressions differ mainly in that the former is not selfconsistent while the latter is. Within CASTEP, a choice between each formalism is available.
Mathematically, DFT’s origins are purely theoretical. Its application, however, is not so
straightforward. In order to access tractable optimization solutions to many-particle systems, one
must make a series of approximations. As a result, DFT isn’t purely quantum mechanical, but
invokes the physical theory to an extent which allows it to accurately determine electronic
structure.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Configuration and Site Preference
According to experiment [18], Al and W preferentially partition to the same sublattice in
Co3(Al,W) γ’. Of course, no ideal solid solutions exist experimentally, but in the absence of
evidence of ordering, a solid solution model is assumed for Al and W atoms on their lattice. As a
result, the SQS developed by Jiang [3], seen in Fig.2, was used in order to mimic a random
distribution of Al and W atoms.

Figure 2: B-sublattice of Co3(Al,W) Supercell (24 A-sublattice cobalt atoms removed for
clarity). Pink and White atoms represent Al and W, respectively.
14

Although DFT calculations based on Bloch’s Theorem enforce periodic boundary
conditions, the SQS used in the present study has been successful in replicating experiment [3].
Thus, the degree of enforced ordering from finite supercell size is assumed to be small enough
such that qualitative evaluation of alloying additions is not compromised. It should be noted that
A-sublattice Co atoms were removed in Fig.2 for clarity. Among the B-sublattice distribution of
Al and W, 4 non-equivalent sites exist: The Al-corner atom (1), the W center atom (7), and the
other 3 Al (2,4,5) and W (3,6,8) atoms. Table 1 lists neighbor interactions within this
configuration. All interactions with cobalt constitute first, third, fifth, etc..., neighboring effects,
and are removed for clarity as no cobalt substitutions are being examined.
Table 1: Neighbor interactions between Al and W atoms in configuration seen in Fig.2.
#
Element
NNN
4th NN
6th NN
8th NN
10th NN
1

Al

6 Al

12W

8W

6Al

24 Al

2

Al

4W-2Al

8Al-4W

8W

6Al

16W-8Al

3

W

2W-4Al

4Al-8W

8Al

6W

8W-16Al

4

Al

4W-2Al

8Al-4W

8W

6Al

16W-8Al

5

Al

4W-2Al

8Al-4W

8W

6Al

16W-8Al

6

W

2W-4Al

4Al-8W

8Al

6W

8W-16Al

7

W

6W

12Al

8Al

6W

24W

8

W

2W-4Al

4Al-8W

8Al

6W

8W-16Al
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3.2. Electronic Structure Calculations
Ab-initio energy calculations utilizing plane wave basis sets were performed within
CASTEP [14]. A basis set energy cutoff of 600 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack Grid corresponding to
a reciprocal spacing of <.025/Å were deemed sufficient for convergence on the order of
1meV/atom (relative to single point energy inputs of 1000 eV and <.014/Å). Because elemental
substitutions promote energy changes of greater orders of magnitude, these values are well
within the tolerance required for qualitative evaluation of alloying additions. Spin polarization
was considered in each calculation due to the ferromagnetism of cobalt. Exchange and
correlation effects were treated within the generalized gradient approach (GGA), parameterized
by Perdew, Burke, and Erzenhof (PBE) [19]. Electronic structure minimization was performed
using a Pulay density mixing scheme based on the Harris functional [17]. A self-consistent field
(SCF) tolerance of 1e-6 eV/atom was used in all cases, along with ultrasoft pseudopotentials
represented in reciprocal space. Since all treated systems are metallic, a smearing width of 0.1
eV was found to effectively converge the SCF and was utilized in all computations.
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3.3. Ionic Relaxation
Prior to all calculations, each supercell was relaxed via the Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShannon (BFGS) scheme. For each relaxation, energy, force, stress, and displacement were
converged within 1e-5 eV/atom, 1e-3 eV/Å, 0.1 GPa, and 2e-3 Å, respectively. These tolerances
were shown to limit residual forces on ions to ~0.00037 eV/Å and pressure to -2.3 MPa,
indicating near-equilibrium ionic positions.
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4. RESULTS
4.1. Co-Al-W Ternary
The Co-Al-W base ternary was relaxed to a value of 3.581 Å, in excellent agreement with
previous reports of 3.582 Å [3] and 3.599 Å [1]. Formation energy, a measure of a compound’s
tendency to form versus elemental dissociation, was defined as the difference between the total
energy of the supercell and the sum of the DFT total energies of each constituent in proportion to
its occupancy:
𝐸𝑓 = 𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − ∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑛𝑖 𝐸𝑖

(5)

The formation energy of Co3(Al,W) was found to be -0.1396 eV/atom, a value in between
previous reports of approximately -0.125 eV/atom [3] and -0.14 eV/atom [5]. These
consistencies indicate the reliability of the present calculations. Summarized in Table 2 is the
calculated lattice parameter and formation energy with comparison to previous calculations [3,5].
It may be seen that little discrepancy exists between the present work and previous
computational results.
Table 2: Comparison of computed properties with literature
a (Å)

Ef (eV/atom)

Present Calculation

3.581

-0.1396

Jiang [3]

3.582

-0.1250

Rhein [8]

3.570

-0.1400
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It is also convenient to define a stability energy, one which evaluates the stability of the
Co-Al-W alloy with respect to competing phases, namely B2 CoAl, D019 Co3W, and HCP Co:
1

1

1

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑏 = 𝐸𝑓 (𝐶𝑜3 (𝐴𝑙, 𝑊)) − 4 𝐸𝑓 (𝐶𝑜𝐴𝑙) − 2 𝐸𝑓 (𝐶𝑜3 𝑊) − 4 𝐸𝑓 (𝐶𝑜)

(6)

Since L12 has been observed to decompose into the aforementioned phases upon long termannealing, this equation suggests the energy required to stabilize the metastable phase at 0K.
Table A.2 documents the relevant formation energies. Since HCP Co is a pure element, its
formation energy is naturally 0 eV. The stability energy evaluated according to the equation
above is 58.25 meV/atom, which indicates that the pure ternary is not stable with respect to
competing phases. This is consistent with previous work concerning its thermodynamic stability
[4,5]. For example, Saal et.al [4] computed this value to be 66 meV/atom. However, as
previously mentioned, it is recognized that entropic contributions may stabilize the solid-solution
structure at elevated temperatures, leading to the experimentally observed Co-Al-W L12 phase.
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4.2. Quaternary Alloying Additions: Co3(Al,W,X, X=Mo,Ti,Ta)
In order to evaluate the changes in structural stability of the quaternary substituted
systems versus the pure, Co3(Al,W) ternary, the change in formation energy per substituted atom
was introduced:
𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝛥𝐸 =

𝐸𝑓𝑠𝑢𝑏 −𝐸𝑓
𝑁

(7)

where 𝐸𝑓𝑠𝑢𝑏 and 𝐸𝑓𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑒 are the formation energies of the substituted and pure systems,
respectively, and N is the number of introduced defects relative to the pure configuration. Tables
3-5 show the formation energy, substitutional energy, and lattice parameter of Mo, Ti, and Ta,
respectively, substituted into the four non-equivalent sites of L12-SQS Co3(Al,W). For each
substitution, ionic relaxation was performed using the parameters reported in Section 3.3. The
results show that each substituted supercell has a large negative formation energy, such that each
compound is structurally stable with respect to dissociation. On the other hand, Mo or Ta
substitution increases the formation energy for the compositions Co24Al3W4X and Co24Al4W3X,
while Ti has a more negative formation energy in each case. While many of the previous DFT
studies [9-11] on substitutional energetics in L12 Co3(Al,W) instead use ordered structures as
opposed to the SQS utilized in the current study, one previous report of Ta substitution [20]
indicates that the reaction energy should be exothermic. It is important to note, however, that
static energies and chemical potentials were used as opposed to DFT total energies. Therefore,
the discrepancy is resolved in light of different reference states. Direct substitution of Mo and Ti
into the structure used in the present study is not available for reference.It should be noted that
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for same stoichiometry, different site substitutions, although the lattice parameters are identical
for the case of Mo, the energy difference of substitutions for a fixed lattice is on the order of the
energy difference seen in Table 3. This was confirmed by taking a relaxed geometry for one Mo
substitution and swapping its site (e.g., W site 1 to W site 2). As a result, for each non-equivalent
site substitution, ionic relaxation is necessary in order to reliably find the ground state energy.
Table 3: Mo Substituted Quaternary Systems
Mo – Site 6
Mo – Site 7
Mo – Site 4

Mo – Site 1

a (Å)

3.580

3.580

3.586

3.586

Ef (meV/atom)

-135.262

-136.389

-132.114

-115.395

ΔE (meV)

4.338

3.211

7.521

24.205

Table 4: Ti Substituted Quaternary Systems
Ti – Site 6
Ti – Site 7
Ti – Site 4

Ti – Site 1

a (Å)

3.582

3.598

3.585

3.586

Ef (meV/atom)

-159.636

-156.421

-159.159

-144.143

ΔE (meV)

-20.002

-16.821

-19.524

-4.509

Table 5: Ta Substituted Quaternary Systems
Ta – Site 6
Ta – Site 7
Ta – Site 4

Ta – Site 1

a (Å)

3.595

3.611

3.560

3.602

Ef (meV/atom)

-131.143

-129.877

-131.329

-115.214

ΔE (meV)

8.492

9.758

8.271

24.420

It may be noticed that substitution of Ta yields changes in energy of 6.1, 7.0, 5.9, and
17.5%, respectively, for sites 6, 7, 4, and 1. Likewise, site 1 displays the same outlying behavior
in the cases of Mo and Ti. On one hand, the outliers may be explained in light of the supercell
periodicity. One should expect these values to converge with greater supercell size. It is also
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possible that each of the substitutional elements prefers to avoid the 6 nearest neighbor Al ions.
In light of these results, it is not clear which explanation is more probable, but it is possible that
each contributes to the outlying behavior to some degree. Obviously, many types of
mathematical artifacts exist in DFT relative energy calculations. These include, but are not
limited to: Finite basis sets, finite k-point distributions, cell size, and choice of exchangecorrelation functional. Of these, the basis set and k-point contributions are likely minimal as each
calculation utilizes the same parameters. However, it is possible that, for instance, the energy of
the pure supercell is more or less converged than the substitutional supercell. In this case, an
underestimate or overestimate of changes in energy, respectively, will result. In order to
investigate this, artifacts resulting from varying degrees of convergence between different
systems were examined. In particular, by increasing the inputs to 1000 eV and 10x10x10, the
change in energy is approximately -0.09 eV for the pure system. It should be noted that both
increased convergence calculations were ionically relaxed with the parameters indicated in
Section 3.3. For the Ta-substituted system, the change in energy is approximately -0.11 eV. As a
result, it is possible that a small degree of error was introduced since the pure system was
evidently converged more than the substituted cell, which results in an overestimation of the
energy of the pure cell. One can conclude that in the limit of convergence tolerances, ΔE should
lower. However, taking the more converged results, the ΔE of site 7 Ta substitution decreases
from 9.758 to 6.305, indicating that lack of convergence plays a significant role but not one
which should change the qualitative results. This is concluded since further convergence would
only shift results by much smaller orders of magnitude relative to the reported formation
energies. Except for substitutions which show relative energies very close to 0 eV, as is the case
for Mo site 6 and 7 substitutions, lack of convergence is not considered to be an important
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artifact. In the exception, however, the energy barrier would likely be too small to provide
reasonable distinction.
Cell size also complicates these calculations. As was stated, the pure supercell was
constructed using a SQS designed for a concentration of Co3(Al,W). This SQS intends to
distribute the elements in such a way as to provide pair-correlation functions which vary as little
as possible from site to site. Upon substitution, however, periodicity is enforced to some degree
more so than the pure structure due to site non-equivalence. Investigation into the effects of
enforced periodicity as a result of finite supercell size are computationally prohibitive and won’t
be considered in this study. However, in the case of site 6 and 4 substitutions, asymmetry is
evident in the relaxation process. Hence, only two of the given lattice vectors are equal in this
case. As the number of atoms approaches infinity, these values should converge. Therefore, for
the case of site 6 and 4 substitution, the reported lattice parameters are

𝑎+𝑏+𝑐
6

.

Choice of exchange-correlation functional affects the results to some degree, as discussed
in Chapter 2. In order to investigate this constraint, ionic relaxation and single-point energy
calculations were performed using different variants of the GGA functional, including PW-91,
WC, and PBEsol. Displayed in Table 6 are the results of Ta site 7 substitutions for the
aforementioned functionals. It may be observed that choice of exchange-correlation functional
does not affect the qualitative evaluation of ΔE with respect to Ta substituted into W site 7, but
results in a significant degree of quantitative deviation. As may be noticed, for the case of Ta
Site 7 substitution, the PBE functional represents an intermediate choice, which is probably best
for evaluating alloy additions. As a result, the PBE functional is used for all further calculations
in this study.
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Table 6: Ta Site 7 Substitutions for Different Exc Variants
PBE
PBESol
WC
PW91
Efpure (meV/atom)

-139.635

-176.267

-174.268

-150.318

Efsub (meV/atom)

-129.877

-161.164

-160.906

-143.828

ΔE (meV)

9.758

15.103

13.362

6.4899
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Substitutional Energetics
Although Tables 3-5 indicate that only Ti substituted phases are more structurally stable
than the pure structure, this formulation only considers the total free energies of the two isolated
phases, Co3(Al,W) and Co3(Al,W,X), as well as the total free energies of the elements involved
in the individual substitutions. In the case where Ta substitutes for a W ion, this representation
corresponds to the following reaction picture:
𝐶𝑜24 𝐴𝑙4 𝑊4 + 𝑇𝑎 → 𝐶𝑜24 𝐴𝑙4 𝑊3 𝑇𝑎 + 𝑊

(8)

This type of reaction involving total energies is probably very unphysical in light of complicated
crystallization dynamics, but serves as a convenient first approach for evaluating quaternary
additions in terms of energetics. For instance, consider a given substitution resulting in a 50%
increase in formation energy versus ones which result in an approximately 2% (Mo, site 7) or 7%
(Ta, site 7) increase. In the former case, a complete treatment of the physical nature of the
reaction would unlikely shift the alloying evaluation from destabilizing to stabilizing. However,
for the case of Mo or Ta, the energy differences are so small that unambiguous evaluation is not
possible with relative free energy differences alone. A more physically accurate analysis would
likely require chemical potential differences, whereas the above formulation takes only the total
free energies into consideration. Of course, chemical potential differences contain the total free
energies, but introduce a more physically applicable representation of defect modeling.
Computing chemical potentials, however, requires additional computational time. Since the
intent of this study is to evaluate the applicability of density of states and charge density
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difference (to be discussed in Section 5.2) as it relates to the structural stability, this approach is
not considered. Therefore, because the reported representation corresponds to isolated
compounds reacting with individual elemental free energies, the results should be interpreted
carefully. Another shortcoming of modeling defect interaction in the above formulation is the
fact that higher order alloying perturbs the energetics of competing phases to some degree, as
well. Thus, the energy of a system relative to its convex energy hull provides a more complete
understanding of its energetics. For instance, it may be that although, according to the free
energy calculation, Co24Al4W3Ta is less structurally stable than the pure structure, it may be
more stable with respect to its competing phases, such that it is actually an equilibrium phase, or
at least more thermodynamically stable with respect to the base ternary. In particular, Ta could
make it less favorable for D019 Co3W to form within the complete kinetics picture, which would
decrease the positive value of Estab referenced in section 4.1, but this phenomena would not be
explicitly accounted for, since the energy of Co3W would remain constant. Although its
coefficient would be adjusted to account for this, it is not known a priori to what extent the
introduction of a new element would affect the kinetics involved, such that without direct
experimental evidence of competing phase information, accuracy in these expressions is limited.
Furthermore, it is not well defined which competing phases exist when considering a compound
with elemental additions of small percentages. In the present case, Mo, Ti, and Ta represent
3.125 at% of the compound. Therefore, a small coefficient would be applied to the competing
phase as a result of quaternary additions. The actual phase to be considered and computed via
first-principles, however, is uncertain. In the multicomponent system described above it is
possible to assign phases such as L12 or D019 Co3X (X: Mo, Ti, Ta), or to consider the energy of
each substituted ion in its elemental reference state. However, in different amounts, the
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quaternary additions may prefer to form different crystal phases with the other elements, such
that the reaction energies should be set up in light of experiment. Thus, without a complete
kinetics picture in the case of a quaternary system of large stoichiometric variance, the
formulation of reaction energetics would be somewhat arbitrary. The existing experimental
evidence, for instance, relating to the addition of Ta into a Co3(Al,W) compound, does not
describe the stoichiometry seen in the present case as well as that seen for the pure compound.
As mentioned, Co solubility in the γ’ phase B-sublattice represents an inaccuracy in the supercell
approach for 32 atoms, but this difference is small (76-77% vs. 75%). Therefore, phase
information pertaining to quaternary additions, although available, is only applicable to systems
which capture the statistics of experimental work. In other words, if experiment shows that 2 at%
Ta addition is soluble in a Co3(Al,W) L12 structure, it is not sufficient to treat the phase
competition of Ta as that of a free element, as this approach is not coincident with the physics of
crystallization in a complicated liquid. However, in the case of Co3(Al,W), experimental
evidence shows that after long-term annealing, Co3W, CoAl, and HCP Co exist in a three phase
equilibrium. Therefore, it is quite certain that γ’ competes against the energetics of the phases
seen to exist in equilibrium. However, for the quaternary systems, it is very uncertain as to how
to accurately express the energetics of competing phases in light of experimental work, for the
reasons discussed above. Nonetheless, the results of Joshi et.al [21] indicate that the Co3Ta and
Co3Ti phases are more stable in the L12 configuration versus D019. However, for Mo, the
opposite is true. This indicates that Mo probably further destabilizes the stability energy, since
D019 Co3W is a primary competing phase. It is beyond this discussion to evaluate the energetics
more completely. As shown by Saal and Wolverton [4], this is not a straightforward analysis. In
order to fully evaluate the stability of a phase at temperatures greater than 0K, the ground state
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picture must be combined with finite temperature contributions due to vibrational and
configurational entropy, as well as other contingencies, such as defects. Also, the results [4] did
not consider higher order alloying additions within this context. As mentioned, this approach
must invariably coincide with experimental information, most of which is not transferrable to
stoichiometries which are of convenience to DFT calculations. Nonetheless, the change in
formation energy presents an empirical means of distinguishing which alloying additions are best
for improving the total stability of an intermetallic. From the results presented in Section 3.2, it is
probably reasonable to conclude that Ti stabilizes the system, while Mo and Ta do not perturb
the system enough to make a clear distinction. However, the electronic structure contains vital
information regarding an alloy’s stability. Therefore, probing the electronic structure in
conjunction with energy calculations may contain more complete information than the relative
energy picture alone. The purpose of the above discussion is not to discredit the use of a relative
total free energy reaction scheme altogether, but to emphasize that errors invariably result when
considering these energies, since the physical nature of the phases within a macromolecular
structure are not fully treated. Thus, as previously mentioned, the reaction representation alluded
to should help to delineate the general probability of phases being more or less stable than one or
another, but are not deterministic in that approximations are invariably necessary. One approach
to improving the accuracy of these calculations is to include additional, more physical constraints
to the picture as previously discussed. On the other hand, it has been suggested that direct
analysis of density of states and charge density distribution provides the same type of
information sought from relative energy calculations [22,23].
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5.2. Electronic Structure
Since first-principles calculations compute energy eigenvalues corresponding to
quantized energy states, it is straightforward to evaluate electronic structure in crystals in order
to realize fundamental electron interactions. This is easily done via density of states (DOS) plots
and charge density figures. Figure 3 and A.1-A.3 show the total DOS for the pure structure, and
Mo, Ti, and Ta substituted structures, respectively.

Figure 3: Total DOS Pure SQS
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The location of a pseudo-gap is primarily of interest in these figures, as well as the
number of occupied states at the Fermi level, NF. The pseudo-gap indicates the separation
between bonding and antibonding states [22]. A pseudo-gap coincident with the Fermi level
indicates maximum stability, as all states are filled. Likewise, pseudo-gaps to the left and right of
the Fermi level indicate instability and stability, respectively. The former corresponds to a
physical picture where not enough electronic states are available for the prescribed compound.
The latter indicates that enough electrons are available to fill the necessary energy states, which
also means that other phases which require more states to be filled could be energetically
favorable. Since the pseudo-gap of the pure system is to the right of the Fermi level, one can
presume it is structurally stable, consistent with its energy of formation. These results are
summarized in Table 7. It is worth noting again, that thermodynamic stability is not guaranteed
by structural stability, in this sense. However, states which correspond to greater structural
stability have a tendency to remain stable at higher temperatures. Thus, the density of states
analysis provides an implicit means of qualitatively predicting which structures should exist and
remain intact at high temperature. Alloying in order to increase structural stability should require
that the pseudo-gap shift closer to the Fermi level [22]. Also, as indicated by Yao et.al [23], a
lower number of states at the Fermi level should indicate higher structural stability. While this
idea was only suggested, it is worth exploring. In general, decreasing the energy of the
pseudogap should naturally lower the number of states at the Fermi level. However, it is possible
that the two phenomena could be decoupled in certain cases. It may be seen that the magnitude
of NF is highest for the Mo substituted structure, and lowest for the Ta substituted structure. The
location of the pseudo-gap is likewise closest to the Fermi level for Ta, while furthest for Mo.
For Ta and Ti, NF is decreased relative to the pure SQS. On the other hand, Mo substitution
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evidently increases the number of available states. In both cases, Ti is between Ta and Mo, but
resembles the Ta substitution more so than Mo. Therefore, the electron density of states profile
seems to indicate that stability as a result of quaternary alloying elements follows the order,
Ta,Ti>Mo, which seems reasonable in light of previous work. These values are reported in Table
8.

Pure SQS
NF

Table 7: NF and Epg: Pure SQS
Mo
Ti

Ta

37.228

38.868

36.665

35.820

.766

.758

.489

.440

(electrons/eV)
Epg (eV)

To further extend the DOS analysis, additional site 7 substitutions of Hf, Fe, and V were
conducted. It has been reported that Hf and V are γ’ stabilizers in that each prefers to form the
L12 structure as opposed to D019 for the Co3Hf and Co3V stoichiometries [21]. On the otherhand,
Co3Fe displays a very strong tendency to avoid L12 formation. While the binary cohesive energy
values provide a similar means of analysis as that discussed in Section 3.2, these considerations
are probably more pertinent in terms of stability energy predictions, since each implicitly
provides a way of predicting Co3W stability in an overall kinetics picture. Without providing
reference to CoX B2, however, this type of inference is still incomplete. Nonetheless, initial
DOS analysis is consistent with experimental work, such that additional substitutions
presumptively follow the same pattern. At the very least, these should provide detailed reference
as to the electronic structure of each alloying addition. Based on the work described above [21],
it is reasonable to assume that Co24Al4W3Hf and Co24Al4W3V should show an electronic
structure profile similar to Co24Al4W3Ta and Co24Al4W3Ti, whereas Co24Al4W3Fe should
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demonstrate behavior similar to Mo substituted systems, or behavior which indicates even less
stability. The formation energies, formation energy differences, and density of states Fermi level
occupancy and pseudogap positions are seen in Table 8. The DOS figures corresponding to these
additional substitutions, respectively, may be seen in Figures A.4-A.6.

Table 8: NF and Epg: Hf, Fe, and V Quaternary Systems
Hf Site 7
Fe Site 7
V Site 7
Ef (meV/atom)

-129.275

-92.758

-149.140

ΔE (meV/atom)

10.540

46.877

-9.505

NF (electrons/eV)

34.990

41.331

36.342

Epg (eV)

0.454

0.933

0.785

It may be seen from Figures A.4 that Hf closely resembles the density of states
distributions of Ta and Ti. However, the depth of its pseudogap is much less pronounced, which
probably indicates a lesser degree of stability than Ta and Ti substitution. On the otherhand, it
has the least number of available states at the Fermi level of all considered site 7 substitutions.
Therefore, the nature of Hf substitution relative to Ta and Ti is unclear, but based on the analysis
it is very probable that it is a γ’ stabilizer, especially considering the pronounced pseudogap shift
to lower energy. Furthermore, the change in formation energy is comparable to Ta. Fe
substitution dramatically increase the formation energy relative to the pure SQS. Compared to
the next largest change (Hf), an approximately ½ order of magnitude difference can be observed.
As stated previously, a large difference in formation energy likely eliminates any qualitative
contingencies as a result of improper physical treatment of the substitutional reaction. This is
also in accordance with the very large affinity of Co3Fe to form D019 as opposed to L12. A
consistency with the density of states analysis is also present. Fe substitution shows the largest
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higher energy shift of the pseudogap, as well as a very pronounced increase in available states at
the Fermi level. Although V substitution closely resembles the density of states profile of the
pure SQS and Mo site 7 substitution, evaluation of its alloying stability is unclear in lieu of the
prior analysis. Based on the results of Joshi et.al [20], Co3V shows a slight preference for L12
crystallization as opposed to D019. However, its change in formation energy is the most negative
of all considered elements, except for Ti. The density of states distribution indicates that the
number of available states increases by a negligible amount, as does its pseudogap energy.
Therefore, based on the relative energy picture discussed in detail in Section 5.1, V substitution
is energetically favorable. But the density of states analysis seems to indicate the opposite, or at
least does not offer much insight at all. Overall, the results for V resemble that of Mo the most,
which are also unclear with respect to the conjunctive analysis presented.
Based on the analysis above, the relationship between the computed relative energy
differences and the resulting density of states picture is not completely unambiguous. Therefore,
additional data is necessary before any further information is elucidated. However, the
relationship between NF and Epg is evidently more defined. There is a clearer proportionality
between the number of states at the Fermi level and the energy of the pseudogap, except for the
cases of V and Ti, where an obvious fluctuation exists. Additional substitutions should be
examined to further clarify the general relationship between total free energy differences and the
density of states picture for the Co3(Al,W,X) γ’ phase.
Figures 4 and A.7-A.12 provide the charge density differences for pure and Mo, Ti, Ta,
Hf, Fe, and V substituted structures, respectively. Figures A.7-A.12 are for site 7 substitutions
(i.e., W→X). The slices shown correspond to the planes which cut the supercell in half. Due to
symmetry, this plane is independent of orientation so long as it contains the central (site 7) ion, 4
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nearest neighbor Cobalt ions and 4 next nearest neighbor Tungsten ions. Each mapping
represents a range of values from the most negative to positive density difference across the
respective plane. In particular, redder coloring indicates higher electron localization, whereas
bluer indicates higher electron delocalization. Each figure is scaled independently in order to
observe absolute changes in electron distribution.

Figure 4: Charge Density Difference Pure SQS
The primary interests in these diagrams are the maximum magnitude of the density
difference (i.e., Δρmax - Δρmin) and the orientation of the nearest neighbor (relative to the W site
7) Co bonding. In the case of the pure structure (Figure 4), Co-Al bonds are populated relative to
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the adjacent Co-W bond axis. Additionally, the Co-W bond along the Co-Al bond axis is more
populated relative to adjacent Co-W bonds. In order to evaluate substitutional charge transfer,
one can observe the changes to the Co electron cloud upon substitution of its NN (central) W
atom. Relative to the pure SQS, V, Mo, and Fe substituted systems distribute charge much less
evenly, while Ta becomes more homogeneous in terms of its total magnitude differences. Ti and
Hf show very little overall redistribution from this point of view. It is also clear that Ta, Ti, and
Hf all show greater degrees of covalency as indicated from the directional nature of their nearest
neighbor bonds with cobalt ions. In particular, each show a local depletion of the adjacent Co-W
bond relative to the Co-Al bond axis. This observation is interesting in light of a previous report
[20], which indicates that the Co-Al bond dissociates upon strain, yet the Co-W bonds soften but
don’t fully dissociate. For the referenced case, Al substitution by Ta is considered, whereas W
substitution is studied for the present work. In light of DOS results, it is clear that substitutions
which decrease the energy of the pseudogap and the number of states at the Fermi level (i.e., Ti,
Ta, and Hf) all affect the NN Co electron cloud via local population of the Co-Al bond relative to
the adjacent Co-W bond. Therefore it is likely that the primary stabilization mechanism is charge
redistribution to bonds which are sites for preferential failure upon strain. In order to confirm
this, charge density difference slices should be created for gradual strains. However, this analysis
will be considered in future work. Mo and V substitution do very little in terms of local
redistribution of NN Co electron density relative to the pure SQS. This is also reflected in the
DOS analysis, which indicates that Mo and V affect the pseudogap energy least compared to
substitution of Ti, Ta, Hf, and Fe. In particular, V shows a slightly more directional electron
cloud than Mo. Therefore, in conjunction with binary structural preference and DOS analysis, the
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charge density picture indicates that V should stabilize the parent structure more so than Mo
substitution.
Fe, on the contrary, appears to lose much of its intermetallic nature, as the least
directionality is evident around the nearest neighbor cobalt ions. It is not possible to conclude
unambiguously to what extent this may affect the elastic behavior of these structures, but it is
reasonable that the structures which show the most homogeneous charge distribution are more
resistant to strain localization. On the other hand, the structures which populate Co-Al relative to
adjacent Co-W should also increase strain localization resistance in light of previous work [20].
Interestingly, substitutions which do both are Ti, Ta, and Hf. In lieu of the charge density profile,
it may be suggested that Ti, Ta, and Hf alloying increases the bonding strength, but not at the
expense of non-local redistribution of charge. This should result in an increase in mechanical and
thermodynamic stability, and also a charge density profile which is more consistent with the
parent L12 electron density distribution.
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6. CONCLUSION
The alloying effects of Mo, Ti, Ta, Hf, Fe, and V on the electronic structure in L12 phase
(γ’) Co-Al-W-X intermetallics has been elucidated via DOS and charge density difference
analysis. For Mo, Ti, and Ta, 4 non-equivalent site substitutions were performed in order to
investigate site preference. Although relative energy calculations can effectively determine the
effects qualitatively, the lack of reference to experimental concentration, among other artifacts,
indicates that direct analysis of electronic structure is better suited for evaluation of higher-order
alloying. It is likely that the energies reported as a result of quaternary substitution serve as a
reasonable empirical means of determining which additions are best suited for stabilizing the L12
structure, but do not provide a complete enough picture for unambiguous conclusion. This is
concluded since Ta shows positive formation energy differences for each substitution, which
would seem to indicate that Ta is a γ’ destabilizer. To this end, additional substitutions were
calculated, where Hf, Fe, and V replaced the central W atom in the pure SQS. Among the results,
Ta, Ti and Hf were the only 3 elements to each decrease the energy of the pseudogap, decrease
the number of states at the Fermi level, increase the directional nature of the nearest neighbor
bonding, and either maintain or decrease the overall distribution of charge difference. Fe
substitution, on the other hand, depleted the diffusivity of the Co-Al bond via repopulation of the
adjacent Co-W bond and the Co-Fe bond along the Co-Al bond axis. Fe showed the greatest
increase in pseudogap energy and Fermi level occupancy relative to the pure structure. Mo and V
substitution resulted in mixed DOS behavior, but neither was shown to change the DOS profile
of the pure structure to the extent seen for Ti, Ta, Hf, and Fe. Additionally, each resulted in less
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Co-Al bond reinforcement compared to Ti, Ta, and Hf. Therefore, Ti, Ta, and Hf should be used
as γ’ stabilizers, while Mo and V should probably be restricted to solid-solution strengthening
additions for Co-9.375%W-12.5%Al-3.125%X L12 precipitates. Fe addition should be avoided
entirely as a substitutional alloying addition for W. Future work will further investigate the
relationship between the Co-Al bond population and elastic properties, stress-strain behavior,
and structural stability. Furthermore, the effects of the Co-Al bond on finite temperature effects
will be addressed.
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Figure A.1: Total DOS Mo-Substitution Site
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Figure A.2: Total DOS Ti-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.3: Total DOS Ta-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.4: Total DOS Hf-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.5: Total DOS Fe-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.6: Total DOS V-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.7: Charge Density Difference Mo-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.8: Charge Density Difference Ti-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.9: Charge Density Difference Ta-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.10: Charge Density Difference Hf-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.11: Charge Density Difference Fe-Substitution Site 7
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Figure A.12: Charge Density Difference V-Substitution Site 7
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Table A.1: Solid-State Elemental Free Energies
Element
Energy (eV/atom)
Co (HCP)

-1043.142349

Al (FCC)

-56.473360

W (BCC)

-1934.007422

Ta (BCC)

-137.186165

Ti (HCP)

-1603.132488

Mo (BCC)

-1936.865069

Fe (BCC)

-865.339347

Hf (HCP)

-408.8556055

V (BCC)

-1976.510443

Table A.2: Formation Energies of Competing Phases
Ef (meV/atom)
CoAl (B2)

-621.86

Co3W (D019)

-84.83
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